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Skin Rejuvenation Vegan Coffee Scrub Cream

Seller Info

Name: Dr Amir Moezzi

First Name: Dr

Last Name: Amir Moezzi

Listing details

Common

Offered or Seeking : Offered

Condition: New

Title: Skin Rejuvenation Vegan

Coffee Scrub Cream

Description:

Avoglow is an Australian

Natural Cosmetics Company

based in Sydney. AvoGlow

produces and supplies

Cosmetic products formulated

from natural ingredients. We

believe that cosmetics,

skincare, hair care and nail care

products can be formulated

using simple and natural

sources that are beneficial to

skin, hair and nail.

AvoGlow is established by Dr.

Amir Moezzi who is the chief

chemist and nanotechnologist.

Dr. Moezzi has been working

on industrial projects and is

expert in chemical process

engineering. His vision in safe

and healthy formulations in

cosmetic industry was the aim

to start some R&D and

production of products that are

beneficial to our skin, hair and

nail. He believes in simplicity

and efficacy rather than having

thousands of products that are

risk to our health. Currently
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market is flooded with

thousands of products. Every

producer wants to be different

from the others, ignoring the

fact that difference is not the

only factor for sales. To

produce different products,

producers blend various

ingredients sometimes without

considering the risks of these

ingredients to our health.

Having seen various

formulations with multiple

unhealthy ingredients, Dr.

Moezzi started R&D on

products such as sunscreens,

moisturizers and body

exfoliators (scrubs). Dr.

Moezzi oversees the R&D and

production of the products

using his chemistry and

chemical engineering expertise

to ensure that products are

healthy to use with various

benefits to our skin, hair and

nail.

Price: $ 00.00

Posted: Mar 05, 2019

Location

Account Address on

the Maps:

Yes
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